
The project in a nutshell

After 2 years the project Shaping Digital Classes comes to an end. The project focuses on promoting

digital pedagogy & developing educators' digital competencies in accordance with guidelines offered

by the DigCompEdu Framework with a special focus on the target group language trainers.

The results of the project:

- The creation of an easy to use learning platform

- User-friendly tutorials on YouTube for educators

- Focus on the promotion of the DigCompEdu Framework

- Focus on teaching language trainers how to improve their digital skills and increase their teaching

competencies with innovative techniques.

- Development of a curriculum for the short staff training that will strengthen the staff members’ skills

& knowledge in digital training.

- The creation of the project's official website

- The creation & development of 3 courses with a gradual level of difficulty ( Awareness, Beginner &

intermediate level)

- Supporting material that includes guidance on how to log in to each proposed digital tool & a quick

quiz to test the knowledge that you recently gained.

- After the completion of the course each participant receives a  badge for their effort and dedication

to the courses

The courses in a nutshell

Course 1- Awareness level

These courses include the first steps of the design and the creation of an online course. Most specifically

we look at how the trainers should select the digital resources & how to modify them. Additionally, the

participants will get an insight about basic topics, such as guidance, collaborative learning, how to plan

their course and how to ask for feedback, etc.
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In this course, participants will find out more about digital tools and how to use them at a basic

level. Some of the tools include YouTube, Canva, Twitter, Google, and many others, and their

elemental use. Do not miss to check the tutorials online here;

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2GQ0WBx14gNfS4KYNwse6A 

Get involved through the Shaping Digital Classes Learning Platform

https://lms.shapingdigitalclasses.eu/ 

Partnership

This project has been funded with support from the EuropeanCommission. This publication reflects

the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which

may be made of the information contained therein.
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Follow the project on Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/Shaping-Digital-Classes-110287514025535

Check the project website:
http://shapingdigitalclasses.eu/

Course 2- Beginner level

Course 3- Intermediate level

In this final cycle of courses, the participants will learn from a closer look the use of digital tools

through an advanced method. Such courses include mostly tutorials for YouTube, Additionally,

extensive reference is made on the usage of tools, like Coggle, H5P, Padlet, Screencasting,

Typeform, and how to create an educational blog.
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